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WEEKDAY COLLECTION
Design by Hannes & Fritz



Weekday Collection

Hannes & Fritz’s Weekday Collection came about after a lack of 
seating at a dinner party prompted the designer duo to build a 
primitive solution, which later evolved into a collection of outdoor 
tables and benches.

Reminiscent of the classic picnic bench and table, Weekday offers the 
same sense of familiarity and invitation to shared eating experiences. 
Solid pine planks reinforce the strength of character and welcoming 
expression, while giving the furniture greater robustness and durability. 
Weekday’s universal quality makes it idea for a wide range of indoor 
and outdoor settings, from cafés and public spaces to private or 
shared gardens.

Weekday Bench DuoWeekday Table & Weekday Bench | Water-based lacquered pinewood



Weekday Bench Collection

Hannes & Fritz

Hannes & Fritz is a design collaboration between German-
Swiss design duo Johannes Breuer and Fritz Gräber, 
who met at ECAL in Lausanne, Switzerland. What started 
as a friendship developed into a spontaneous design 
collaboration with the construction of a bench at a dinner 
party, and resulted in their successful partnership. Both 
designers bring their unique skillset to the collaboration, 
with Fritz favouring a more dynamic, expressive design 
language, whilst Hannes takes a more linear approach. 

The duo design for a number of international furniture 
companies, often starting their projects by exploring 
existing archetypal forms, before defining them in a  
more contemporary context. For HAY, Hannes & Fritz  
have designed the Weekday Table and Bench collection.

Fritz & Hannes



Weekday is made in strong, durable pine plank. Hannes & Fritz sketches of Weekday.

Weekday is reminiscent of the familiar 
picnic table and bench.

Weekday was inspired by a primitive bench 
built by the designers at a dinner party 
that they later modified and made into a 
collection of outdoor tables and benches.

Photo | Robin Bervini 



Weekday Table & Weekday Bench | Steel blue



Weekday Table & Weekday Bench | Steel blue

Weekday Bench | Olive



Weekday Table & Weekday Bench | Steel blue

Weekday Bench | Wine red & Steel blue



Weekday Table & Weekday Bench | Olive, Waterbased lacquered pinewood & Steel blue



Weekday Table & Weekday Bench | Water-based lacquered pinewood

Weekday Bench 



Weekday Bench | Wine red & Azure blue 

◊ An outdoor collection of tables and benches in varying sizes and colours

◊ Made in solid pinewood with a weather-resistant surface treatment for outdoor use

◊ Featuring the same construction as the classic picnic table and bench

◊ Robust presence combined with softly rounded joints

◊ Available in different finishes and colour options

◊ Knock-down construction that only requires screw assembly

◊ FSC™-certified

◊ Suitable for a wide variety of outdoor and indoor private and public environments

◊ Qualified for contract use 

Weekday Table | Olive 
Weekday Bench | Steel blue & Azure blue

Weekday Collection
Highlights



Please use link below to download other sales  
material of the Weekday Collection, including  
packshots and lifestyle photos.  
DIGITAL LIBRARY

Please use link below for order  
placement and further information.
HAYB2B.COM

Weekday Bench & Weekday Cushion | Olive

https://hayretail.presscloud.com/digitalshowroom/#/gallery/weekday-collection
https://www.hayb2b.com/new-items/new-furniture

